Photoluminescence (PL) of tetrahydrofuran solutions of a monosubstituted polyacetylene with liquid crystalline pendants, poly(11-{[4%-heptoxy-4-biphenylyl)carbonyl]oxy}-1-undecyne) (1), has been investigated. Intense ultraviolet emission ( 370 nm) has been detected in its dilute solution (2.5 mM). As the solution becomes concentrated (up to 39 mM), the emission color changes to deep blue and finally to blue ( 430 nm). In addition to the large-scale red shift in PL peak, its luminescent intensity changes about two orders of magnitude. Based on the extended Hü ckel tight-binding calculations, the 370 nm peak is assigned to monomer emission, which originates from the biphenyl mesogen in the pendants, and the peak at 430 nm corresponds to dimer emission, which is related to the aggregates formed in concentrated solutions. Lyotropic mesophase was observed as 1 dissolves in tetrahydrofuran.
Introduction
In sharp contrast to the intense blue or green light emitted from a number of disubstituted polyacetylenes (RC CR%) n [1 -9] , monosubstituted polyacetylenes (HC CR) n are poorly luminescent and are generally regarded as unpromising candidates for light emitting materials. Examples of those poorly luminescent monosubstituted polyacetylenes include poly(phenylacetylene) and its derivatives [HC C(C 6 H 4 R)] n with ring substituents of CF 3 , Si(CH 3 ) 3 , Si(CH 3 ) 2 C 6 H 5 , i-C 3 H 7 , and n-C 4 H 9 at ortho and para positions and poly(propargyl) derivatives [HC C(CH 2 R)] n with R being diphenylamino and indolyl groups [3, 5, 6, 10] .
Recently we have synthesized a new class of monosubstituted polyacetylenes with liquid crystalline pendants and found that they are highly luminescent [11 -17] . The molecular structure of one of the highly luminescent monosubstituted polyacetylenes, poly(11-{[4%-heptoxy-4-biphenylyl)carbonyl]oxy}-1-undecyne) (1), is given in Fig. 1 . Unlike those poorly luminescent monosubstituted polyacetylenes whose aromatic rings are directly attached to the main chains [3, 5, 6, 10] , the biphenyl rings in 1 are attached to the backbone via a long flexible methylene spacer. Based on the extended Hü ckel tight-binding calculation, the deep-blue photoluminescence (PL) is originated from the biphenyl mesogens [16] . Due to the liquid crystallinity of the biphenyl mesogenic groups, the PL can be tuned and polarized by electric field [18 -20] . In these electro-optical phenomena, the concentration effect on the intermolecular interaction has been found to play an important role, which has, however, not been studied in detail. In this paper, we will report the effect of concentration on the PL of 1. As the concentration increases from 2.5 mM to 39 mM, the emission color redshifts in a large scale and its emission intensity changes about two orders in magnitude. Our results provide clear evidence for the role of molecular interaction in the light emission processes of this conjugated polymer. additional data such as infrared absorptions and emissions of substituted polyacetylenes [16] [17] [18] [19] . In fact, for well studied small molecular liquid crystals such as 5CB and 7CB with biphenyl mesogens, their absorption peaks locate at about the same position as 1 does [21, 22] . It is out of the question that the observed absorption at 290 nm does not occur in the biphenyl mesogen of 1. It has little to do with the backbone.
Due to the biphenyl mesogen in the pendant, 1 exhibits liquid crystallinity on both heating and cooling cycles. Cooling from the isotropic temperature ( 150°C), typical focal-conic fan texture, corresponding to smectic A phase, was observed. After the sample cooling further to room temperature, THF has been introduced into the homeotropic cell. Some portion of solution, as shown in Fig. 2 , becomes dark due to the isotropic properties of the solution, while the sharpcontrast frontier represents the part to be etched away. Interestingly, we can see some molecular alignments in the solutions. Thus, 1 may form lyotropic mesophase in solution.
The profile and intensity of the PL spectrum of 1 are sensitive to concentration. Fig. 3 shows the PL spectra of 1. Despite of the dramatic difference in concentration, a violet band appears at 370 nm in each spectrum, although its intensity becomes extenuated for concentrated solutions. More importantly, a new broad band is observed as the solution becomes concentrated. This band is noticeably red-shifted from the normal fluorescence band. The higher the concentration is, the more the redshift is. As the concentration increases, the chance for intermolecular interaction subsequently increases. The results in Fig. 3 show unambiguously that the red-shifted band is related to the interaction between adjacent polymer chains. In solution as well as in solid, molecules can form molecular complexes by inter-and intrachain attractions. Molecular dynamic simulations have been conducted to study the attractive interactions in the solutions of flexible polyelectrolytes,
Experimental details
The details on the synthesis and characterization of 1 were described elsewhere [11] [12] [13] . Polymer solutions were prepared in tetrahydrofuran (THF). Seven typical solutions were used in the PL measurements with their concentrations varied 15000 times from 2.5×10 − 6 , 1.7× 10 − 5 , 1.2× 10 − 4 , 8.4 × 10 − 4 , 2.4 × 10 − 3 , 1.3× 10 − 2 , to 3.9×10 − 2 M. The absorption spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-vis spectrophotometer (UV-2401PC). A 325 nm line from a helium-cadmium (Omnichrome) laser was used as an excitation source. The maximum output power of the laser was 13 mW at 325 nm but only a fraction ( 2.3 mW) was focused onto the sample to limit photo-degradation. The PL was measured at room temperature in a 1-mm-thick quartz cell. Textures of 1 were taken from standard polarized optical microscope. Fig. 1 shows the absorption spectrum of 1 in THF. Its absorption maximum locates at 290 nm. In the literature, the UV absorption and the blue/green emission have been attributed to the distorted backbones of substituted polyacetylenes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . But our experimental data indicate that the absorption of the polymer is similar to the absorption spectrum of the corresponding monomer in the UV spectral region and our calculated band structures indicate that both the strong absorption at 290 nm and its blue emission are confined to the biphenyl mesogenic group instead of the distorted backbone [16] . This assignment has been supported by and the results support that the interactions are evident only for concentrated solutions, while for dilute ones, the chains are apparently well extended [23] . The intermolecular interaction can affect electronic structures and subsequently, the optical properties such as emission color and intensity. Upon photoexcitation, a portion of the molecules becomes excited. An excited molecule and a ground molecule of the same species can form a complex, which is called an excimer. In literature, excimer emissions have been documented for numerous small molecules and polymers, such as in relatively concentrated solutions of pyrene [24, 25] , biphenyl [26] , and polystyrene [27] .
Results and discussions
Based on extended Hü ckel tight-binding calculations and on our earlier reports, we have assigned the 370 nm emission to the biphenyl chromophores of an isolated polymer chain [16] [17] [18] [19] . As the solution becomes concentrated, intermolecular interaction begins to work. In concentrated solutions, the molecules must be in fairly close contact so that they can overlap effectively because an intermolecular interaction requires that a pair of conjugated segments on adjacent chains be close enough ( 0.4 nm or less) in order to have sufficient y overlap [28, 29] . Entanglement of the chains in concentrated solutions may help the dimer formation [30] . The details on the redshifted emission of a dimer have been described in literature [29, 31] . As a result of the interaction of biphenyl mesogens on adjacent polymer chains, the optical energy gap of dimer becomes lowered. Subsequently, a new broad band red-shifted from the normal fluorescence band is observed. In dilute solutions, the distance between polymer chains is large and the intermolecular interaction is small; therefore, the emission from monomer excitons is dominant, and the PL profile remains unaltered. In concentrated solutions, the chains become closer and more excimer pairs are formed, so the excimer pair emission becomes apparent. This is just what we have observed in concentrated solutions. The dimer emission is red-shifted from the monomer emission and the extent of the red shift depends on the concentration. As concentration changes from 2.5× 10 − 6 to 3.9× 10 − 2 M, the PL peak redshifts up to 60 nm. Moreover, the PL peaks of the polymer powder and film can shift respectively to 530 and 560 nm. Fig. 4 illustrates the predominant PL peak position against the concentrations of the polymer solutions. The large-scale redshift is obviously related to the dimer formation as the concentration increases. Fig. 5 shows the integrated PL intensity against the concentration of the polymer solution. With an increase in concentration, the integrated PL intensity rises at first, reaches a maximum, and then drops gradually. The PL intensity probably increases with concentration but as concentration further increases, the dimer will quench the PL of the polymer.
Conclusion
By varying the concentration of the THF solution of a highly luminescent liquid crystalline polymer 1, we can tune its emission color and intensity in a large scale. The intermolecular interaction between adjacent polymer chains is responsible for the spectral tuning in concentrated solutions. Our results suggests that the polymer may form lyotropic phase. The PL response to the concentration has important applications to realize 
